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TBE FA3!IGUESTRENGTH OF RIVETED ‘JOINTS AND LUGS*

By J. Schijve

EmMARY

It is considered which fatigue data will generally be of interest
to the designer. Only a certain part of the:fatigue-diagram is hnpor-
tant.

At the N. L. L. some series of eqeriments on riveted joints and
lugs have been performed. However, these do,not completely cover the
important part of the fatigue dia&m and mo~e
recommended.

A short discussion is given on the stress

. and three fatigue strength reduction factors,

exper-tients-are “

.

concentration factor %

Kf~ defined in different

ways. The rel.ationbetween ~ and ~ isconsidered.

d
The various factors which might influence the fatigue strength of

riveted joints are reviewed. For lugs the mpst interesting experiments
and the methods to iqprove the fatigue strength are discussed. .-

The following points are recommended for further investigation.

(1) The completing of the fatigue diagrsm of a riveted joint of
24 ST Alclad with two rows of rivets.

(2) The ~etermination of the fatigue dia~am of lugs with differ-
ent stress concentration factors.

(3) me investigation of the influence pn the fatigue strength of
the bending of the pin of a lug. 1

(4)
strength

(5)
the same

Further investigation on some metho,dsto improve the fatigue
of lugs.

An investigation whether notches of differenu types but with
theoretical stress concentration factor might have the ssme

●

✌✎

or nearly the same fatigue strength reductiqn factor.

~ *“De vermoei~ngssterkte van Klinkverbindingen en pengatverbindingen.”
. Nationaal Luchtvaartlaboratorium,Rapport M.1952, May 1954.
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1. INTRODUCTION r

This report deals with a nuniberof tests on riveted joints and lugs k
made by the NLL for.the primary purpose of comparing the several types
of riveted joints and to study the effect of various factors on the
fatigue strength of lugs. The application of single pulsating tension
loads presented no difficulty. But it is obvious that such tests give
the ~signer not enough information about the fatigue strength for the
conibinationsof mean.load and alternating loads encountered in practice.

Before setting up a program for any further fatigue investigation,
a study of available literature was indicated. The aim was to check
the extent of the data on fatigue strength supplemental to the findfn&
of the NLL.

The present report maybe regarded as a contintition of report
s.357 (ref. 25), sections 5.1 and5.2 and report s.381 (ref. 26),
section 4.

An atteqpt was made at the sane the to establish some general con-
clusions regarding the effect which various factors have on the fatigue ●

strength of the cited joints.

A check was made to ascertain whether an estimate of the fatigue
w

life of a given joint at a certain loading couldbe made from the dhen-
sions of the joint and the fatigue data of the unnotched material.

The literature study was made at the request of-the N.I.V.

NOTATIONS
—

Young’s modulus

0.2 percent elastic limit

tensile strength

1
minimum stress

$
All stresses are nominal.

maximum stress

alternating stress

alternating stress at Z = O

mean stress J

*
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nuniberof stress cycles after which failure occurs at a certain
~ ad ‘~

theoretical stress concentration factor =
peak stress in a notched section

;

effective stress concentration factor

See section 3.2

hole, rivet, or pin dianeter

pitch of rivet

thickness of sheet

width of lug

1 See figure 5.2
height of head of lug edge J

2. FATIGUE DIAGRAM

The complete fatigue data of a material or a joint can be repre- .
sented by a diagram in many ways. Two current equivalent methods sre:L

(a) Plotting the maximum stress (%ax) sad minimum (%in) against “
the mean stress (F) at constant fatigue life

—

lIn the present report the term “fatigue diagram” is used; it is
also lmown as smith diagrs.m,Goodman diagram. The fatigue curve
gives the graph in which the fatigue strength is plotted against
fatigue life. This curve is also called W6~er curve and in
Ehglish literature “S-N curve.” —
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as proved by figure 2.3. In general,
than the ultimate stress, can, if not
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stresses which are little lower
continued long, be sustained up

to 103 to 104 times, hence seem to justify the conclusion that the ~.

gerous stresses are those belonging to a fatigue curve”at N~105. The
danger lies not so much in their magnitude as in their-multiplicity of.
occurrence. It should also be noted that this holds only for components
for which the alternating stresses are primarily of gust origin. This
actually is the case on many -jointsin transport planes. Figure 2.3
illustrates such a dsmage distribution.

The determination of the N-curves in a fatigue diagram canhe sim-
plified by assuming a fixed algebraic relation for these curves, as sev-
eral researchers have done. The most widely known methods are

(1) The modified Goodman diagram

‘M -
-e

A straight line is drawn from Uwo to ~. This approach seems to be

on the safe side according to the majority of tests. This also holds
for joints, because the static-yield pattern is generally different from
the fatigue-collapsepattern. (See 4.1. )

(2) w is independent of ~. .

!t—

I

~F
It is obvious that this cannot be correct at high 6. But for a slender
diagram it may be a good approximation over a considerable part of the
diagram, especially at high N.

(3) In reality, the N-curves lie between these two approximations.
A suitable formula for it was given by Gerb~j it asswges a parabolic
distribution, i.e., -- r-

.

—

--
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numiberof stress cycles after which failure occurs at a certain
6 and ~w

theoretical stress concentration factor =
~eak stress in a notched section

z

effective stress concentration factor

See section 3.2

hole, rivet, or pin dismeter

pitch of rivet

thickness of sheet

width of lug
1 See figure 5.2

height of head of lug edge J. -

2. FATIGUE DIAGRAM

The complete fatigue data of a material or a joint can be repre- -
sented by a diagram in many ways. Two current equivalent methods are:~

(a) Plotting the maximum stress (%ax) and minimum (%In) against “
the mean stress (~) at constant fatigue life

lIn the present report the term “fatigue diagram” is used; it is
also lmown as smith diagram, Goodman diagram. The fatigue curve
gives the graph in which the fatigue strength is plotted against
fatigue life. This curve is also called W6%ler curve and in
English literature “S-N curve.” .-
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(b) Plotting the alternating stress (aW) against mean stress (5)
at constant fatigue life,

The latter is chosen in
a more reliable manner along
fatigue diagram (i.e.,

on notched material.

All the tests made

In the NLL tests,

%7

..

this report because lines can be drawn in
a number of test points f-orthe slender
small compared to ~), which are the rule

in the NIL so far, were made at nearly constant

R . minimum stress
maximlxllstress

R = O (at least approximately, the minimum load

e

“.

R

was, as a rule, a little above zero). Several foreign laboratories
report tests at constant R too. Tests were also carried out under
constsmt mean load.

In the fatigue diagram the points with.identical R lie on straight
lines through the origin. At angle a formed by these lines with the 5
axis

—
*

tan~.-
l+R .

is applicable.
—

In the zone where R < 0, Umin < 0, and ~m > 0.

—

,Figures2.1 and 2.2 represent two fatigue diagramg for single-row
lap joints of 24 St and 75 St alclad, taken from NACA~ 1485 (ref. 29).
These two diagrsms are not co~lete. The curves for high N are very e
incomplete. This is the result of making the tests at.constant R.
Since, in practice, the fatigue strength at an essentially constant mean ‘“
load (nonacceleratedhorizontal flight) is of greatest interest, at least 5
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for commercial aircraft, it is
mean load, i.e., make vertical

recommended to make the tests
cross sections of the fatigue

5

at constant
diagram.

I?otevery part of the-fatigue diagram is of equal importance.
Starting from the original R.A.E. fatigue criterion (ref. 32), only the

curve N= 2 X 106 is actual~ of interest. Starting, say, from a cm.

tain mean load when trying to define the fatigue life on *he basis of a
cumulative-damage calculation, it serves no useful purpose to know the
permissible alternating stress at a certain mean stress for a short
fatigue life as the permissible alternating stress for a long fatigue
life (high N) is not known. But in figures 2.1 and 2.2 thts is the
case for a wide range of mean stresses. The right boundary of the zone
that must be known is therefore not an R = constant curve, but a ver-
tical curve. This is one more reason in favor of vertical sections Or
the fatigue diagram.

—

The range of negative R is generally of little importance. The
repeatedly occurring alternating stresses on joints are no greater than
the mean load, hence ~ and U* should have the same sign - i.e.,

R>O. The more higher alternating loads at which R < 0 do relatively
little damage. The subject will be discussed later.

A conibinationof high mean load with low alterriatingload is com-
paratively rare.

Of greatest interest is thus the area immediately to the right of
the line R = O (shaded area in the plot). In that area the results
of the NIL need ccmrplementation.And this is done best by vertical
cross sections and two cross sections are probably stificient.

=W I

For a calculation of the fatigue life at a certain load spectrum
by means of a criterion of failure such as the cumulative-damage hypoth-
esis, all the N-curves are required. Such calculations have been pti-
lished by Jackson and Grover (ref. 21), Wills (ref. 37), W811gren
(ref. 33), and Taylor (ref. 31). From their calculations it foJLows
that the curves for average or long fatigue life are of primary impor-
tance, since the fatigue ds.mageat the corresponding loads is greatest,
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as proved by figure 2.3. In general, stresses whi& a;e little lower
than the ultimate stress, can, if not continued long, be sustained up

h

to 103 to 104 times, hence seem to justify the conclusion thg,tthe &n.
.—

gerous stresses are those belonging to a fatigue curve;at N~105. The
k

danger lies not so much in their magnitude as in their multiplicity of
occurrence. It should also be noted that t~”s holds only for components
for which the alternating stresses are primarily of gutitorigin. This
actually is the case on many joints in transport planes. Figure 2.3
illustrates such a dsmage distribution. —.

The determination of the N-cizrvesin a Fatigue diagram can be sim-
—
.—

plified by assuming a fixed algebraic relation for these curves, as sev-
eral researchers have done. The most widely known methods are

(1) The modified Goodman diagram --

7=
--+3

A straight line is drawn from Uwo ‘to ab. This approach seems to be

on the safe side according to the majority of tests. @is also holds
for joints, because the static-yield pattern is generaliy different from
the fatigue-collapsepattern. (See 4.1.)

(2) ~ is independent of ~.

71— ‘“

I

~~

It is obvious that this cannot be correct at high ~. But for a slender
diagram it may be a good approximation over a-considerable part of the
diagram, especially at high N. —

(3) In reality, the N-curves lie between these two-approximations.
A suitable formula for it was given by Gerber; it assumes a parabolic
distribution, i.e.,

[ 01~2
crw=awl-

0 %
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=W.

Willis (ref. 37) thinks that this supposition is rather optimistic. It
is always recommended to define the N-curves from more than two test
points.

It willbe observed that at low ~ these lines me slightly curved
and that at high G it applies so much longer as N is greater.

The experiments with mean compressive load are few, slthough there
are many joints in a wing which have a mean compressive load. It canbe
assumed that at mean compressive stress the -permissiblealternating
stress is independent of 6, protided that

I II
G+%<

aO*2compress Iion .
One safe assumption is that the Einithdiagram for negative 6 is the same
as that for positive 5, as reflected with respect to the @ axis.

This is apparent from the test by W%lgren (ref. 35) with notched
unnotched specimens.

3. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THEORETICAL (~) and effective

STRESS CONCENTRATION FAC!TOR(~)

and ‘-‘“ –

.-

The purpose of this section is to ascertain the egtent to which
the fatigue life of a joint can be yredicted from the geometrical con-
figuration of a joint and the fatigue characteristics of unnotched
material. .-

‘Theoreticallythe following method is available:

(1) The dimensions of the joint define ~.

(2) Between ~ and ~ there exists a certain relationship, which
must be determined by experiment.

(3) With ~ and the fatigue data of the unnot~ed material the

fatigue data of the joint are computed. The proposed mode of ‘calculation
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is to yield the fatigue ~agram of the joint from the fitigue diagram
of the unnotched material.

It will be seen that the application of-this method presents marq”
difficulties.

3.1. Determinationof ~

~ canbe comput,edfor different notch forms, or.an.e~erimental

definitionby various methods is possible (ref. 25). However, ~ is

not known for many notch shapes. For the majority of joints there is
no known ~ at all. Some relevant data may be foundin the report

by Frocht (ref. 8).

-FEl-
dh

!

b

Frocht’s
specimen

af%d

-—

b

-.

They refer to a rectangular bar.loadedby a bolt. The graph is repro-
duced in figure 3.1. But the load was perfectly symmetrical, as is the
case on a lug and in double shear joints, but not on a lap joint, where
Kt iS U13kl10w?l.For it also is dependent on the rivet ~attern, riveting

method, dimpling, or drilling of the sheet, etc.

On symmetrically loaded lugs, the conditions are more favorable.
Frocht’s findings refer to rectangular bars and are therefore not
directly applicable to lugs. Theoretically it is therefore not correct
to deduce ~ from figure 3.1. But it can be assumed that the thus

obtained q gives a practical measure for the stress concentration

factor.

This seems to be even more justified, as figure 3.1 shows that the
effect of hfi is small.

Aside frcm the proportional numibers d/b and h/b, the sheet
thickness itself may play a part also. Thisdepends upon the stiffness
of the bolt. The bolt is loaded in bending and in consequence of the
deflection, the sheet pressure which the bolt exerts on the hole is not
constant over the sheet thickness, but produces additional stresses on
the sheet surface. In connection herewith a high value of d/t (i.e., a
relatively thin sheet) will be favorable. It also 5.sbeneficial to
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.

choose stiffer bolt material tl@n sheet material. ti airplane con6truc.
tion the sheet material is usually duralundn and the bolt of steel.

The flexural rigidity of the bolt is proportional to ~4 ● For
greater sheet thickness and constant stress in the sheet, the-bending

t2moment is approximately proportional to . 511 t and great d
are favorable, but increase in d has more effect than decrease b t.
How great the effect of both factors is,.is difficult to calculate. The
expertientally defined ~ values were all measured on comparatively
thin sheet and a large diameter bolt. The bending effect is said to
have played no role. It also was-scarcely noticed in static tensile
tests, but perceptibly in fatigue tests under light load. Some infor-

mation is obtainable from W&ren’s tests (ref. 34). He obtained
fatigue limits which were so low that it cannot be explainedby the

stress concentration of the hole alone. W&gren attributed it to
bending of the bolt. He found further that an increase in sheet thick-
ness produced a decrease in fatigue limit.

The fit of the lug also has some effect on ~. In a loose fit

the pin carries the load more locally along its circumference and this
increases ~ somewhat according to Frocht (ref. 8). For interference

fit, the conditions for ~ are rather favorable. The differences are

not very great. It was provedby tests (refs. 6 and 18) that the fit
hardly has any effect on the fatigue strength when the interf&ence
exceeds a certain limit value. It may be assumed that below this limit
value, the ~ factor itself is little affected. The interference fits

that do affect the fatigue strength are neglected here for the time
being.

From the foregoing it is apparent that d/b Is not the only param-
eter that defines K+.,although it is the predominant parameter. The

other factors that affect ~ are h/b, the stiffness of the pin with

respect to the sheet, and the fit.

The effect of h/b is shown in figure 3.1 and maybe assumed to
be known. The effect of the fit is small. The effect of pin bending
can be held down by using thin sheet and large pins. However, these
two requirements are contradictory from static strength considerations.
Mlowance must be made for a stress concentration action as a result

of the bending of the pin. W~llgren indicated this effect (ref. 34)
but his specimens were not suitably dimensioned and collapsed stati-
cally by shearing of the pin. With a larger pin diameter the bending

.-

effect of the pin in fatigue was lower.
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The Kt value from the Frocht plot for the pin joint is acceptable, d

only with a certain reserve, even if the deflection of the pin is dis-
regarded. This is not encouraging, but neither can it be considered
as an unexpected result.

k

An investigation of the effect of pin diameter and plate thickness
on the ~ values of a pin joint is desirable.

3.2.

In general, ~ is

of the unnotched and the
the net cross section in

The ~-~ Relationship

defined as the quotient of the fatigue strength

notched materialj the strength is referred to
the present report.

When F # O and crtin# 02 the given definition .isnot complete.

We shall exsmine this a little closer. .For the yresent the following
consideration holds only at ~ = O (pure alternating load) or umin = O

(pulsating tension).

, Factor & defines the relationship between the fatigue character-

istics of notched and plain material. When ~ is%nown the first can

be computed from the last, or, in other words, ~ governs the trans-

formation of the fatigue diagram of the unnotched into that of the
notched.material.

Obviously, this transformation is dependent on the notch shape,
i.e., Kf is a function of ~. But the question is whether ~ itself

completely characterizes the notch effect at fatigue, or, in other words,
whether two different notch shapes with the same Kt value also give the

same Kf under certain conditions. ‘Lipson (ref. 22) thinks that this
actuslly is the case, but his proof material is not convincing. Refer-
ence 11 also reviews the problem and the fatigue disgrams given in it
raise the impression that notch shape effect does, in fact, definitely
exist.

Theoretically, there is no reason to assume that the shape of the
notch does not affect ~. The peak stress in the critical cross section

at completely elastic behavior is ~~. Moreover, if the very first

beginning of tearing is regarded as the endurance limit; we get ~ = Kf.

At a stress concentration of some significance the peak stress exceeds
the elastic limit which is accompanied by yielding and strain hardening.
The peak stress is then smaller than ~UH. The amofit of lower

.

.

stresses and the manner in which strain hardening occirrswill depend
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.

upon the notch shape, but it is conceivable that this is extremely
little dependent on the shape of the notch.

The problem wouldbe simpler if the relationship between ~

and ~ were independent of notch form. An experimental check is

recormnended,but it will be very expensive. For ~ is the quotient

of two fatigue strengths. The potential scatter in ~ is therefore

great and many tests are necessary. It also is the reason why the avail-
able literature offers so little support in this respect.

It is obvious from the foregoing that when local yielding occurs it
is tobe expected that ~ is then smaller than ~, as is readily

apparent from figure 3.2 which shows the Kt-& relation on two kinds

of steel. The ~-~ curve touches the line ~ = ~, but still diverges

from it quickly. d%At increasing ~ the — continues to decrease.
mt

The divergence of soft material from Kt-Kf line is faster than of hard,

tough material.

For lap sesms, ~ is unknown, hence no ~-~ relation is known.

For double-shear seams with a
()

d
ratio (rivet diameter/pitch) of ~,

z 5

Kt is approximately 5.5j for lap seams of the same ~, ~ is consid-

erably higher. d%Atsuch a high ~ and a small —
dKt’

a change in &

produces only a small change in ~. The different variables that

d thickness of sheet, type ofdefine Kt at a rivet joint, such as =,

rivet, etc., have, therefore, no great effect on ~ individually, but

probably affect ~ considerably when in ccmibination. They are dis-

cussed in section 4.

~ is defined as quotient of two fatigue strengths. But as soon .

as =+0, or u~n#O, this definition.is insufficient. Following

are three definitions taken from reference 11.

q= - on unnotched material
(3.1)

_ on notched material at identical. R and N
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numerator and
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definition ~ may be replacedby ~ or ~ in the

denominator.

@ . .% on unnotchedgmterial
Uv on notched material at same G ‘&d N (3.2)

%““am
~ on unnotchedmateri.alJ—

(3.5)on notched material.at the same Z and N

At ~=u, Q= Kf’=~”.
—

On theoretical consideration it is not possible to give one of
these definitions the preference. The question of wMch Kf iS best

suitable for the problem involved is more realistic. A committee of
the American Society for Testing Materials (ref. 24) gives as their

opinion that ~’ is less variable than ~. W~ll.gren(ref. 35) seems

to draw the opposite conclusions from his experiments. But he proves
it for only one,specific ~ (i.e., ~ =-2.05). Moreover, it should

be borne in mind that in the determination.of ~’ two alternating

stresses are involved, which as a rule, are smaller than the maximum
stresses, so that the possible scatter of Kf’ is greater than that

of Kfo

Figure 3.3 represents two imaginary fatigue diagrams, one on
unnotched and one on notched material with a specific ~, along with

the three different ~ factors. According to this graph we can write

Kf = f(Kt, a, N)

ActualJ.y

tan a=~-

Kf = f(Kt, R, N)

Likewise

Kf‘ = f’(Kt, ~, N)

Kf” = f“(Kt, 3, N)

-.

(394)

(3.5)

(396)

.

,

.

.

.
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Thus, in principle,.
only dependent upon

that, the relations

the effective stress
K+, but also on two

13

concentration factor Is not
other variables. On top of

(3.4), (3.5), and (3.6) were formed as if the shape
3 of the notch did not affect ~, whereas, in reality, it must stillbe

included.

The number of variables in (3.4), (3.5), and (3.6) still.is so
great that the experimental solution of these relations fails to offer
any advantages. At least one of the variables must be eliminated, i.e.,
it must have a negligible influence. This cannot be said, in every
case, of Q, nor of 1?. However, at very low N the notch effect

practically disappears. That ~(~’, ~“) actually depends on N is

readily apparent from tables 5.1 and 5.3, somewhat less from table 3.1.

The three following

Kf=

Kf’ =

Kf” =

relations are considered

f(~, N) independent of

f’(Kt, N) independent of

f“(Kt, N) independent of

applicable:

R (3.7)

z (3.8)

5 (399)

These three equations imply that, at a certain ~ and N, the ~,

~’, and ~“ factors are fixed, i.e., that ~ N-curve for the notched

material, with a certain ~ value frarnthe ssme N-curve of the unnotched

material, is to be construed as one point of the first fixed N-curve.
This is seen frcrnfigure 3.&(a), (b), and (c). These three figures are
correlated in figure 3.4(d), whereby it should be remembered that
Kf =Kf’ =Kf” at b= O(R = -l). According to figure 3.k(d), only one
of the three equations (3.7), (3.8), and (3.9) csn be correct. That
equation 3.9 is not possiblej is readily appsrent.

The N-curves on the notched material converge near the point of the
Z-axis where U ‘ (%)notched material* This ~ is, in general, only

a little less than the ~ of theunnotched material.and from that point

of view, equation (3.8) merits preference. However, the question is
whether a safe approximation is obtained in the particular range of the
fatigue diagram.

Table 3.1 gives some test data taken from references 10 to 13. The
potential scatter, mentioned earlier, is readily apparent from the table.
For this reason the table offers little support to the verification of
equation (5.8), although the figures indicate that these relations may be
useful in practice. But general acceptance shouldbe withheld pending
more extensive experiments.

.—
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When equation (3.8) is applicable, one fatigue curve and the ~

value of the notched spedmen.are sufficient to construct the complete
fatigue diagram of the notched specimen from that of the unnotched mate-
rial.

For the ~-~ relation it is still assumed that the fatigue pro-
cess in the notched structure is comparable with that in the unnotched
specimen. There are cases where this is so; for instance, on joints
where clearance (play) exists and am and ~ have a different
sign. This, in turn, may induce stresses and frictional corrosion, a
striking example of which is given in reference 36. Lugs with different
clearance (tolerance) are stressed in pure alternating load. The smaller
the tolerance the greater the fatigue strength. But photoelastically
(ref. 8) it was found that ~ is little dependent on tolerance (clear-
ance). In such cases a ~-~ relation has little significsmce.

3.3. Fatigue Diagram of Unnotched E@ectien —

For the calculation of ~ the fatigue data of the unnotched spec-
.

imen are necessary. Fatigue curves have been defined in various labor-
atories. At mutual comparison the differences in fatigue tests are some-
tties not particularly great, but still too great to make a definition of
the Q-%-N relation possible. It calls for a test pragrsm in which a

.

sufficient nuniberof specimens for some fatigue curves is available,
while a guarantee regarding the uniformity of the mater~al of the differ-
ent specimens is necessary. Suchan investigation into the ~-~-l?

relation is time-consuming, to be sure, but it also will prove its worth
when a theoretical treatment of the problem has become ~ossible.

‘ 4. FATIGUE STRENGTH OF RIVETED JO~S

The present report is limited to lap joints. Mu&_of which is
applicable to lap joints is directly applicable to single-shear joints,
which may be regarded as a connection of two lap joints in series. The
defile-shear joint is superior as far as fatigue is concerned. There iEI
no eccentric load of the rivet and the stress concentration in the sheet
is therefore much smaller. The fatigue on such joints-does not become
critical so quickly. (CF. fig. 4.1.) Howevek, such joints are less used
in airplane designs than lap joints. .

.
The literature published up to 1950 is discussed @ reference 25,

‘ report s.381, section 4. A nuniberof conclusions are recapitulated and
.

I
I
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supplementedby data published since. It should be noted that the
erature on the

+

These can

(1) Sheet

(2) Rivet

fatigue strength of joints is not very extensive.

4.1. ~es of Failure

be divided in two groups:

failure

failure

Transitive zone

15

lit-

Statically, it is the rivet that fails generally, while at long
fatigue life the sheet almost always fails. At short fatigue life, rivet
failfie also occurs,often. Rivet failure is us@.ly accompaniedby
shearing of the rivet, but breaking away of a countersunk rivet head or
breaking off a closing head does happen too.

Under high stresses the rivet hole is deformed and as a result the
loads on the,rivet are more locally applied. This also holds for the
walls of the hole, but owing to the great smount of material, the possi-
bility to deform is much greater so that it should not be surprising
that the stress in the rivet becomes more critical with increasing load.

Rivet failure is defined by the load per rivet, and various factors,

such as
()
g
s’

nuniberof rivet rows, rivet pattern, have little or no

effect on it; but type of rivet, riveting methods and rivet material are
of greater importance.

On the other hand, rivet material has little effect at sheet failure.

In general a load, slightly below the breaking load, can be sus-

tained from 103 to 104 times. Therefore, in connection with the known
.
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greatest attention should be given to the lower loads.
dangerous because of their size but of their possible

.

*

4.2. Effect of Rivet Diameter to Pitch Ratio ~
()

As ewlained in 3.2~ a smell variation of ~ has little effect

on Kf. The harder the materiel, the greater-the effect on ~. (By

hard material is meant a material of high a ratio and low perma-0.2/% ‘“

nent ductility 5.) It is advisable therefmre to keep ~ as great as

possible when hard material is involved.

gThe s ratio is usually defined on the basis of static cdc~ationsj

d is often definedby the sheet thickness and great viZEiationsin @

not

the

= ~ to ~ is normal in airplane construction.occur in practice. A ~ ~ ~

.

Biirnheim(ref. 5) made some tests at great variation of $ and found

effect to be considerable. At s = 15 mm, t = 1.5 mm (sheet thick-
.

ness) and ~ varying from 0.17 to 0.47 the fatigue lhnit of a dural lap

~oint at R=O rose from 2.3to 5.4kg/mn2. Unfortunately B&nheim did
not say how this increase varied as function of rivet diameter nor from
how many tests these results were determined.

At :=0.47

a ratio is utterly

the plate cross section is practically halved and such

unacceptable on static considerations.

4.3. Effect of Sheet Thickness

This effect cannot be examined independent of all other variables.
A thick sheet is used only when a considerable force fierunit length is
to pe transferredby the joint. Then greater rivets and several rivet
rows are applied, in general.

When the ratiO Usheet/Trivet for a certain number of rivet rows

is kept constantj T is proportional to d2 in first approxktion.
A slight change in thickness mskes then yet a smaller change in rivet

Q has little effect,diameter necessary. Since a slight change in s —
.-

-1
1
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the influence of a slight change in thicbess can still be figured for
. constant dimensions.

From report M.1943 (ref. 17) it seems thm an 0.8- to 1.6-mm change+
in thickness has little effect. Greater thickness is less favorable at
short fatigue life, because the type of failure changes.. As the rivet
head snaps off the sheet is no longer in a critical state. An 0.6-
to 1.5-mm variation in t revealed no change in fatigue strength,
according to Bfinheim (ref. 5).

4.4. Effect of the Numiberof Rivet Rows

.-

The effect of the nuniberof rivet rows is not to be regarded as
free from the influence of sheet thickness. It increases when the load
becomes higher, but a thicker sheet is then also required. When all rows
have the sane nuder of rivets per row (same pitch), not every row sup-

——

ports the sane load in the elastic rsmge. The o@side row carries the
most. When deformation occurs, the load transfer distribution over the
different rows becomes still more uniform.

. On a single-row joint the sheet bends near the rivet. On multirow
joints this bending is less and that is favorable. -Oneunfavorable fac-
tor is, however, that not all.rivets carry the ssme load. Besidesj on a
multirow joint there occur not only stress concentrations around the
rivet holes, as a result of which the rivets transfer a part of the load
from one sheet to the other, but also because the sheet must transmit
the rest of the load to the following rivet rows. For this reason the
stress concentration is greatest in the outsi& rows.

Table 4.1 gives the results obtained on lap joints with 1, 2, and 3
rivet rows, all having the same nuniberof rivets per row and the ssme
sheet thickness, taken frmn reference 29. It actually seems that the
fatigue strength per rivet decreases with increasing number of rivet
rows. Howeverj the same holds true also for the static strength per
rivet. Statically, the rivets yielded in shear, in fatigue the sheet
was critical. When with increasing nunber of rivet rows the sheet
thickness itself was incbeased in proportion, the static strength did
not improve, although it raised the fatigue strength per rivet. This
is readily apparent from the tests in report M.1943 (ref. ,17). For
equal constant number of rivet rows (i.e., 2) and increasing thickness,
the fatigue strength per mm2 remained ~ractical.iyconstant, so that the
fatigue strength per rivet rose proportionally to the sheet thickness.
The static load at failure, however, appeared to be practically indepeh--- _
dent of the sheet thichess. Increasing the fatigue strength per rivet
by increasing the sheet thiclmess is possible only as long as the sheet,
not the rivet, is critical. ~ general, It may be stated that, when
statically, the rivet is critical and in fatigue the sheet is critical,.

—
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the fatigue strength will become relatively better by ~creasing the nuniber
of rivet rows if, at the same time, the number of rivet rows Is adjusted

.

to the sheet thickness. -.

.

4.5. Effect of Rivet Pattern

Not all.rivet rows of multirow joints carry the same load. The
outside rows carry the most. A more uniform load distribution over all
rivets is obtained by increasing the pitch on the outside rows, as is
seen when comparing the tests of references 29 and 17. From table 4.1
(ref. 29) it follows that for equal sheet thickness aridequal numiberof
rivets per row (hence the same pitch), the fatigue strength per rivet of
the three-row joint is lower than that of the two-row joint. The
following two patterns are compared in reference 17.

H...0

, . . . . ,.,

**.*

-———

However, both

‘H...,,**,●........——Both Iap joints have the
same number of rivets.

.

.

have the same fatigue strength per ri~et here.

Joints with more than two rivet rows shouldbe so proportioned that
all rivets carry equal load. In the plastic range (i.e., as soon as
permanent deformations have occurred) the rivet load iS more uniform.
But, with respect to fatigue,
‘patternthat all rivets carry
load toe.

When a two-row lap joint
rivet pattern. The following

(1) Zigzag riveting

(2) Chain riveting

it is reconnnendedto so design the’rivet
the same load as much as possible at low

is involved one can scarcely speak of a
two ty-pesarepossible:

--

As conclusion of report M.1857 (ref. 15) it is noticed that there
is no difference worth mentioning between both patterns. TMs is the
conclusion of reference 28 too.

.
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. 4.6. Effect of Bending Stiffness on Up Joint

Considerable bending appears on the single la~ joint, as a result
. of which the stress concentration around the rivet hole becomes mre

critical. By giving this lap joint more bending stiffness, the fatigue
properties are improved.

.-—

Reference 2g contains, smong others, a cmnparison of a lap joint,
a single-shear joint, and a dotile-shear joint. The results are repro-
duced in figure 4.1. The very thick strip on the single-shear joint
prevents the rivet from bending, hence affords a substantial tiprovement
in the fatigue characteristics.

In airplane construction a riveted joint is, in general, suyported
against another structural component, for exsmple, ribs. This has a
favorable effect on the fatigue strength, but its magnitude is difficult
to define from laboratory tests.

On two or more rivet rows the bending in the sheet is so much less
as the spacing of the two outside rivet rows is greater. In reference
28 the spacing of the two rows of a double-row joint is shown varied.
It is obvious that increasing the spacing improves the fatigue charac-
teristics. See figure 4.2.

4.7. Effect of Head Style of Rivets

On this subject the NLL has carried out a series of exper~nts. A
conclusion of report M.1857 (ref. 15) sets forth that the types of
rivets - round head rivet, countersunk rivet with drilled hole, and
countersunk rivet with dimpled plate - give about the same results.

From report M.1943 (ref. 17) it seems that there is little differ-
ence between round head, flush, and NACA rivet cited in that report.
For short fatigue life, the NACA flush rivet is somewhat better, espec-
ially on thicker sheet. For the short fatigue lives the type of failure
is different. The rivet head may shesr off. On the NACA rivets this is
less apt to occur. Obviously these rivets are stronger.

Reference 29 gives a comparison of different methods of sheet dim-
pling for flush rivets, i.e., “coin “&nr@ing, conventional.dimpling,
spin dimpling, hot dimpling” sad infers little difference in fatigue
characteristics. All the same there seems to be some difference. It is
surprhing tlwk statically, “spin dimpling” gives a lower strength, but
at fatigue is surely just as good as the other methods. The specimens,
dimpled for different operations, do not give the same-results. In the
face of the limited ntier of measurement the conclusions conceriiingthe ‘“

. method of dimpling drawn from reference ~ are few.
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Reference 20 also contains some comparisonsmade on a number of
rivet patterns. Here also it is shown that spin Mmpling is not as

*

strong, statically, as other dimpling methods, whereas the static strength
of flush rivets with drilled hole is lower than that of flush rivets with
dimpled hole.

*
At fatigue such differences disappear when the fatigue life

is greater, although the impression still remains that “coin dimpling”
gives better results thm “spin dim@ing.”

The selection of rivet pattern and dimpling method based on other
considerations is given in the following.

Dimpling of thick sheet is not advisable as it is susceptible to
failure due to bending. On thin sheet, dimpl~ is preferable to
drilling, not only because it is faster (ref. 3) but also because drilling 9

leaves too little of the original hole wsll,by which the bearing pres-
sure becomes locally abno- and the strength decreases. The boundary
of the transition from dhpling to drilling lies at about
18 s.w.g. = 1.22 mm according to English literature. The fatigue crack
on a lap joint with dimpled sheet often begins to show.in the bent edge.
For that reason the dimpling of thick sheet is not advisable.

Dimpling of thin, tough sheet such as 75 ST is also susceptible
td cracking. Iinprovementis afforded here by spin dimpling or hot dimp-
ling. Which of the two methods to recomnend is hard to say. The differ-
ence in static strength favors “hot dimpling.” Differences in fatigue
characteristics are not plainly manifested in the literature. The writer
in reference 1 clatied that “hot dimpling” presents difficulties in that
the materiel sticks pertly to the dimpling die. However, the heating in
this case was carried out according to the spot welding system. Refer-
ence 3 gives a description of “hot dimpling” in which the heating was
effected by internal heating of the die.

An advantage of “spin dhpling” over conventional.dimpling it is
claimed in reference 2 that rounding off is more severe, so that no
groove originates between rivet-die head edge and sheet. The ssme
applies to “hot dimpling.” Biirnheim(ref. 5) stated that, when rivet
head and countersunk hole do not have the same tip angle, it has a det-
rimental effect on the fatigue strength, to some extent.

The countersunk head on the NACA rivet is the closing head; this
insures a good filling of the countersunk end of the hole. According to
information obtained from the NACA, rivets with abnormally long counter-
sunk head (which after driving is milled even with the plate) give the
same favorable results as the NACA rivets. Complete filling of the hole
is, of course, essential. It prevents end play and tension on the wall
of the hole itself is beneficial. But Bfinheim (ref. 5) found that a 5-mtr

A

hole with a 4-w rivet still is satisfactory, provided the rivet is soft
enough. .
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Head angle

Y

v

Snap-hesd and pop-head rivets are inferior by reason of the fact
that the hole is not completely filled and the sheets are not as tightly
pressed against one smother. Mutual displacement of the sheets is apt
to occur more easily and cause fretting corrosion.

Tn the U. S. the heads are ususXly countersunk at 100°, in England a
at 120°. According to Burnheim (ref. 5), 120° should give the best
results.

The effect of the rivet material is small. This is to be expected,
since it is the sheet that yields.at fatigue. The requirements of rivet
material.are adequate plasticity in the quenched state and suitable hard-
ness at room temperature.

4.8. Effect of Type of Material

Only 24 ST ad ~ ST aluminum alloys are considered. NonClad 75 ST
is more notch sensitive than 24 ST, as seen from table 3.1; reference 30
arrived at the sane conclusion. Thus the ~-~ relation of 75 ST

lies above that of 24 ST. And for a certain Kt on 75 ST the !!%
%

value is greater than for 24 ST. The effect of the specified variables
is more pronounced on the 75 ST specimens.

Sheet material is ususlly clad and on 24 STaJ.clad and 75 ST slclad
the differences in fatigue characteristics are less evident. Several
investigators compared the two materish in the following manner: A
notched specimen or joint of identical dimensions were made of each
type of material, and the fatigue lives at specified stresses compared.
The writer in reference 29 found lo~er fatigue life on 24 ST alclad lap
joints than on 75 ST alclsd. (Cf. table 4.1.) Reference 23 also made a
comparison on different types of joints. The Joints in 24 St alclad have,
in general, longer fatigue life but less static strength. At equal static
strength the fatigue life of joints in 24 ST alclad is higher, but these
joints have a heavier weight.

The results of reference 14 are, to some extent, unlike the tests
cited above. Under low stresses the fatigue life on notched specimens
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of 75 ST slckd was found to be higher than on 24 ST elclad. Admittedly,
the differences are not great, so that it may usually be assumed that the
differences in fatigue strength on ~otits of 24 ST md 75 ST exe not
dreat unless the fatigue lives are abnorma~y short.

4.9. Other Variables

A few brief remsrks about other factors which may be of influence,
slthough considered less essential.

The distance of the outside rivet row from sheet edge seems to have
little effect on the fatigue strength.

Rivet holes are usually drilled. But Bfinheti clam that machine-
punched holes give just as good results as machine-drilled holes.
According to him, strengthening the WSJJ.of the hole by~forcing a large
diameter through the hole improves the fatigue characteristics. But this
involves extra tooling on the hole.

The direction of rolling of the sheet material has little influence,
although the type of riveting machine has. This probably is related with .

the’degree to which the hole is filled.

According to B&nheim (ref. 5) the height of the closing head has no
.

effect on the fatigue strength, but it does have on the-static strength.
If the closing.he@ is too thin, it is sheared off.

5. FATIGUX STBXNGTH OF LUGS

Publications on the fatigue of lugs are very few. The investigators
used different materials, smd a quantitative comparison of the NLL tests
with those of others is therefore impossible. The res~ts of the most
important tests are discussed hereinafter.

5.1. Tests With Lugs

The discussed tests deal with the lug edge and leave the fork out-
side of consideration. The two edges of the fork together have, in gen-
eral, greater thickness than the lip of the lug, by which the latter is
loaded more heavily and fails. By pin is generslly meant a bolt.

.
m

I
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One important publication is that by Biirnheim(ref. 4). He investi-
gated a great nul?iberof different specimen shapes. He used nonclad

.-

duralumin (aircraft materisl 3125.5) of 6-ma thiclmess, snd steel bolts
of 24-uandiameter, thus practicsdly preventing the bolt from bending.

This investigation included three different b/d ratios

b/d = 1.5, b/d = 2, b/d = 3

From statical considerations b/d = 1.5 is definitely unacceptable.

Tsble 5.1 gives ~’ values computed from the fatigue curves. For

some fatigue curves only seven to nine specimens were used, and there
is some scatter, so that no extreme accuracy csm be ascribed, a priori,
to the ~ values..

But

(1)

(2)
defines

(3)

(4)

some conclusions

~ is dependent

can, indeed, be drawn:

on N, as already mentioned in section 3.2.

In the explored rsnge d/b is the controlling factor that

%“

The ~ values of specimen type I are shnormslly low.

Disregarding the specimen type I measurements, it seems that
sm increase in h signifie= an hrpr~~ement in fatigue-strength.

(5) The effect of the ratio d/b is obvious slso from ~.

(6) The effect of ratio h/b likewise is evident from ~,

but ~ varies much more than ~. In consequence the effect of d/b

and h/b cotiined is not evident from ~, as compared, for example,

at types G and K with Qj G and K, both with a lower ~ than

have lower ~’ values than Q. This msybe the result of scattering

Q,
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in the measurements. But this might also be the result of an erroneously
assumed ~. For ~ i.staken from a diagram by lRcocht(ref. 8), which

actually is valid for rectangular bars only. (See fig. 3.1.) On top of
that the graph does not appear to be exactly correct.

(7) Bbfieti claims U002= 30.5 kg/?mn2 for the employed material.

Again leave specimen type I out of the consideration,the product

atN=10 and N = 107 is ~Um < 23 kg/mn2 on all specimen types

andfor N=105 s.ndN= 3.104 the result is ~u- <27.5 kg/nun2.

If the yield point lies between both stresses, which in view of uom2

is not improbable, then at N > 106 ~ stresses ~e elastic and the

peak stress at N ~ 105 lies in the platic range. For: N ~106 it ~

be observed that ~ =%; and”for N<105, Kf<q. -

From table 5.1 it is apparent that this is approximately complied
with except on specimen types P and Q, i.e., the specimens with par-
ticularly great height of head. This raises the Wpression that great
head height on lugs has a lower Kt vslue th&n indicatedby l?rochton
rectangular bars, as in figure 3.1.

W“dlgren (ref. 34) tested five specimen types on CrMo-steel

(~ = 90 kg/w2) and 24 ST extrusions. The bolt was also’of CrMo-steel.

These tests are of interest since they included the deformation of the
hole. They were measured at hole center smd hole wall.. They disclosed
considerable differences at small d/t ratio. Table 5.2 represents
the most important psrt of the measurements. As regards the measuring
accuracy it can only be guessed. But the following inference canbe
made:

(1) There are appreciable differences in deformation at the wall
and the center of the hole, with the wall being deformed most.

(2) These differences are plainly visible on the thicker sheet.
(The bolt dismeter was constant.)

Here it is apparent that bending of the bolt actuaLJy occurs and
that the d/t ratio does Tlay a part.

Table 5.3 contains a numiberof effective stress concentration
factors (Kf) for long fatigue life. They still seem to be sll except

a few considerably greater than the ~ vslues and the=explanation will

undoubtedly be found in the bending of the bolt. The accuracy of K+

.

.

.
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cited reasons. It is
the bending of abolt in
In a thin sheet (type 5).

Petrelius (ref. 27) investigated three light metsl castings of
silicon-alumin~, shuninum-magnesiumj and a zirconium-magnesium on thee
types of spectiens each, wl.thsheet thickness of t = 9 w and%olt
diameter d = 5 mm, insll. tests. The tidth b was varied, and the ~

values were 3.3 - 3.8 - 4.6. At a specific N the spectiens with a
higher Kt produced an equal or higher ~. The discrepmcies were

small, as a rule.

fi the NLL tests (ref. I-6)the bolt dismeter was kept constant.
Width b smd sheet thickness t (see sketch in table 5.4) were varied
so that the surface of the smallest cross sectim remained the same. By
this method b/d (hence ~ according to Erocht) and sheet thickness

were vsried simultaneously, so that the effect of each one separately
was difficult to ascertain from the tests.

Table 5.4 gives the dimensions of the specimen types with the Kt
values according to Fro&t. It is seen that a specimen with high Kt
has a small sheet thickness and that with small ~ a greater sheet

thickness. Considering the effect of sheet thickness on the basis of
the previously described tests, it is evident that sd.1specimen types
have approx~tely identicsl fatigue curves.

It is readily a~arent from the foregoing that bending of the bolt
has an unfavor~le effect on the ~ values. The peak stress is higher
at the sheet surface than in sheet center. Thus the question is justi-
fied as to tiether a layer of plating could possibly play an unfavorable
part, Lugs are usually unplated so the problem does not enter. But when
the fittings are smsll they are sometimes plated. It should certainly be
interesting to make a pin joint, in which the bolt deflection is consid-
erable, of plated and unplated metal, and then compare the fatigue char-
acteristics.

The bolt deflection is to be lhitedby choosing a large bolt dism-
eter b, with bolt material as rigid as possible (usually steel) and
sheet thickness s-j a low b/d ib favorable too. The cited recom-
mendations come in conflict with each other sm.dtith static strength’
requirements.

-—

At a constant full cross section (bt) and a certain d, a small t
(favorsble) gives a high b, and hence a small d/’b (unfavorable). At
a certain b and t a great d (favorable) gives a small d/’b (favor-
able), but a great reduction of the criticsl cross section with respect
to the full cross section (statically unfavorable).
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These difficulties can be avoided to some ertent %y giving the eye
of the lug the shape shown in the sketch. The critical cross section
does not kve to be small, d can be great and d/b too.

[
%./

‘\d 4’
Biirnheti(ref. 4) had made some tests with lugs having eyes of this

kind. On comparing eye a and b, it is found that there is almost ‘no
difference in fatigue strength, as will be shown later. But when com-
paring specimen types c snd d (as sketched), the results with d
tie found to be definitely more favorable. If type c does not give
sufficient fatigue strength, type d is a possible improvement of it,
the weight increase remaining limited. One drawback of type d is the
higher manufacturing cost involved.

5.2. Some Possibilities of Raising the Fatigue Strength of Lugs

5.2.1. The use of interference fits.- The use of interference fits
was investigatedby Fisher (ref. 6J, and also by the NLL (ref. 18).

Fisher found that below a.certain criticsl value of interference “
(= negative clearsmce space) of the bolt, the smount of interference has
no effect on fatigue life, and that above the critical interference the
fatigue strength is @roved. All of Fisher;s tests were made at one
stress level. In the NLL tests a complete fatigue curve (R = O) was
obtained for four different fits, i..e:,great positive clearance, little
clearance, low interference, and high interference. They confirm that
for high interference of the bolt the fatigue life is lengthened ad the
fatigue limit is increased. Fisher thinks that this improvement is pos-
sibly due to fact that the so-celled “fretting corrosion” is much less
possible, and that the preloading as a result of the b~lt being clemped
in the hole, reduces the stress intensity rather than the highest stress
concentration.
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The drawback of.this method when fitting a ~oint is explained by
Fisher in a roundabout way to the effect that the hole is fitted with a
bushing which is pushed in with high interference, while the bolt passes
through the bushing with a sliding fit. This seems to give the ssme
result.

Fisher did not define the effect on the static strength. The NLL
tests disclosed no effect on the breaking strength, while the effect
on uO.l is hardly worth mentioning. It was a little less on lugs with
interference fit. Figure 5.1 gives an illustration of the hnprovement
obtained in the NIL tests.

As previously stated, the toleramce between bolt and hole under
~ternating load at R <O (i.e.j cr->0 and ati<O) is very

seriously affected by the appesrauce of shocks and the concomitant

fretting corrosion. W%gren (ref. 36) confirmed this very clearly with
his tests. -..

J.2.2. Strengthening the Wsll of the Hole.- One method closely
associated with the foregoing consists of strengthening the wall of a
hole. This was investigated byB~eim (ref. 4). With a slightly
tapered steel bolt the undersized hole (d = 23 nun)was enlarged to
size (d = 24 mu). It actuslly resulted in improvement, as shown in
figure 5.2.

5.2.3. Tight c1amping of Bolt.- Another method of @roving the
fatigue strength, also studied by Fisher (ref. 7), consists in the tight
clamping of the bolt. @ this msmner the fork which fits smund the lip
is tightly pressed against the lip of the lug, and part of the load is
transmitted as frictional force instead of through the bolt. The t~e
of specimen end the results are reproduced ~ figure 5.3. The effect
seas to be appreciable. The type of failure is sll.somodifiedby such
tight clamping, i.e., the failure, starting at the hole in failure at
the rti of the washer. Fisher means that fretthg corrosion at this
spot is not ruled out.

Tight cl.smpingis so much more effective as the sheet is thinner.
However, the frictional force is little dependent on sheet thi~ess and
is therefore relatively great on a thin sheet that transmits less force.

3.2.4. Other methods.- The methods enumerated for improving the
fatigue characteristics make the joint more expensive. A st~ further
step is the use of several bolts consecutively end the application of
varying thickness. A study on this sti~ect, elthough not very complete,
is described in reference 19.

.
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A calculation of the fatigue characteristics on such joints may be
regarded as being rather impossible at the present time.

6. CONCLUSIONS

(1) Of a load spectrum which is principally controlledby gusts, it
is the medium and low stresses that are dangerous, not because of their
size but their frequency of occurrence.

(2) For a “cumulative damsge” calculation only a certain part of
the fatigue diagrsm is of interest. The part of the h@h mean stress is
not important.

(3) As a rule it is recommended to define a fatigue diagrsm from
fatigue curves at constsmt mean stress.

(4) There is no reason for assuming that the lines of a fatigue
diagrsm vary-according to a simple functional relationship.

(5) Men no definite relationship exist between the theoretical and
the effective stress concentration factor, then the fatigue disgrsm for
notched material can be defined from the fatigue diagrsm of the unnotched
materisl, if the theoretical stress concentration factor of the notched
material is known.

(6) The theoretical stress concentration factor of riveted lay
joints with a single-shesr-loadedrivets is unknown. But it csnbe
shown that this factor is very high.

(1’)III~WS in tich the bolt is loaded in double shear, the theo-
retical stress concentration factor is approximately known, provided cer-
tain conditions axe ccmplied with. The nmst important of these is that
the bolt be rigid enough so that bending can be discounted. The fit of
the bolt itself has scarcely any effect on the stress concentration fac-
tor then, provided the interference of the bolt is not too great.

(8) The relationship between stress concentration factor Kt

and ~ is such that at high ~ value a certain chmge of ~ pro-

duces a smaller change in ~. Many geometric variables which might —

affect ~ on riveted lap joints have therefore little effect on the

fatigue strength.

,

.

(9) It is possible that specimens with different notch patterns but -
identical ~ have the 6sme fatigue diagram. A theoretical and exper-

imental investigation of it is desirable. .
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(10) The derivation of the fatigue diagrsm for notched materisl from
for unnotched material is conceivableby several simple methods. An

experimental check is difficult by reason of the tide scattering accom-
Pany~ fatigue tests and which iS increasingly evident on the effective
stress concentration factor. A great nuuiberof tests is required.

(11) The relationship of ~ and ~ seems to be dependent on the

fatigue life N.

(12) In a static calculation of a riveted lap juint, it is advisa-
ble, from the fatigue stsndyoint, to keep the d/e ratio as high as
possible, slthough the effect of this ratio is not great.

(13 ) A slight change in sheet thickness has
strength.

(14) At increasing nuder of rivet rows and
increasing sheet thiclmess on riveted lap joints
critical..

no effect on fatigue

simultaneously
the fatigue is less

(15 ) It is recommended to design the pattern of a multirow lap
joipt in such a way that all rivets carry identicsl loads even under low
load. Under high loads, as soon as deformations occur, the stress is
evenly distributed

(16) There is
lap joints whether

(17) When the
when the lap joint

over the rivets themselves more or less.

no difference in the fatigue strength of double-row
chain- or zigzag-riveted.

bending stiffness of lap joint is increased such as
is riveted to a structural component, for exsmple, the

fatigue strength is @roved. The extent of such improvement can be
ascertained from Laboratory tests.

(18) The flush rivet with.drilled hole, the flush rivet with dim-
pled hole, the sphericsl-head rivet, and the NACA rivet give shout the
sane fatigue results, provided the riveting is satisfactory. still,
the NACA rivet is superior and the flush rivet with drilled hole worse
if the sheet is thin. It is important that the rivet hole be completely
filled and the sheets be properly pressed ~ainst each other.

(19) On flush rivets with dimpled sheet the dim@ing mode is impor-
tant for the smoothness of surface. Spin dimpling and hot dimpling give
better results than dimpling with fixed die or the rivet itsti. ~
fatigue the cited methods revesl no appreciable difference in-fatigue
strength, unless the dimpled sheet is excessively thick.
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(20) Nonplated, the 75 ST material is more notch s~sitive than
24 ST. On plated material the difference is less evident, although a “ .
given joint in 24 ST alclad in fatigue probably is stronger still than
in 75 ST alclad.

.

(21) From the standpoint of fatigue, pin joints are improved by the -
use of:

1. A high d/s ratio

2. The stiffest possible bolt material

3. The greatest possible bolt diameter —

4. The thinnest possible sheet

The first recmmnendation is associated with the normal stress con-
centration taking place around hole, the others with the stress concen-
tration that occurs as result of deflection of the bolt. The recommen-
dations lead to a lug eye with a greatly reduced critical cross section.
This canbe avoidedby making the eye larger than the bolt.

(22) Some of the methods for improving the fatigue~strengthof pin
Joints are:

1. Use of bolt with a strong interference fit in the hole

2. Strengthening of hole walls

j. Tight clamping of bolt, so that the fork is pressed tightly on
both sides

The installation difficulties of the first method are avoidedby
first inserting a (steel) bolt with great interference fit in the lip,
while the bolt passes through the bushing with a sliding fit.

The third method is the most effective on thin lugs.

7* CLOSING REWWKSAND SU~ESTIONS FOR FUTURXIN’VXSTIGATIONS

The conclusions of the present report are not sharply outlined in
aJJ.cases. The theoretical background of fatigue is disregarded in this
article. So also is the theoretical.consideration of the notch effect.
But an attempt is made to ascertain the extent t-owhich a relation
between ~ and Kf can be calculated and what is necessary for the

—

.

.

—

.
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use of such a relation. The outcome is net encouraging. The manipula-
tion of such a relation is rendered difficult, first, by the marked scat-
ter customary in fatigue. Furthermore, it was found that, besides Kt,

some other variables define ~, i.e.~ the type of materisl and N. Per-

haps the shape of the notch does not need to be regarded as variable.

A ~-~ relation, with possibly other varisbles, shouldbe very
attractive for defining the fatigue diagram of notched materisl from that
of unnottied material. For the time being this relation cannot be defined
theoretically. But practice may have recourse to an experimental deter-
mination. Again it is pointed out that many tests are requiredto define
it.

The most likely points involved in a detailed study are:

1. Is Kf dependent upon the shape of the notch at equal ~? This

involves the investigation of different shapes of notches. If they have
the same Kf, that will be an hportant gain. This problem lends itself

pe~-hapsto a qualitative theoretical exmnination also.

2. The determination of the ~-~ relation, with possibly other

variables. The determination of fatigue diagrsms of spectiens with dif-
ferent Kt values is then necessary. Each fatigue diagram is defined

by a nuder of fatigue curves. For each fatigue curve an estimated num-
ber of at least 20 specimens are necessary.

Since the ~-~ relation is in every case dependent upon the kind

of material, the determination of the relation is more logical.,because
a materisl can be selected that has or wU1 receive an ~tensive range of
application. For suti a test progrsm definite assurance regarding uni-
formity of material is essentisl.

As a more direct practical suggestion md supplemental to the NIL
tests the definition of fatigue diagrams of riveted joints is presented.
Since a limitation is necessary, a representative rivet-pattern was —

chosen. In view of the tests slreai!ycompleted, a dotile-row lap ~oint
was indicated. The tests in references 15 and 17 are restricted”to R = O.
It was advisable to make the fatigue diagrsm more complete in a msmner as
discussed in section 2.

According to the conclusions, the rivet pattern is of less signif-
ic~cej although it is recommended for the investigation of the rivet
type ad especially slso the riveting procedure. Some effect may be
exerted by the dimpling method, by possible redrilling of a dimpled hole,
or the number of blows by which the closing head is formed, the top angle
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of the countersunk rivet, etc. Such a comparison
plete fatigue curves. It is sufficient to make a

doesnot requ~e com- .

nuder of testisat a

normal ~ and a ~v which

cycles, for exsmple. It iS
quality of the rivet should

The lugs have no high

then Hives a fatigue life of, sey 105 to 106 .

inconceivable that it will-appear that the
be increased.

~ vslues and a variation of & should

therefore be better noticeable. On such joints it is important to have
a nmiber of fatigue diagrsms of different ~ values avail~le. Up to

now the NLL tests were confined to loads with R = O and to aircraft
material 3115.4. These tests shouldbe continued tith 24 ST or ~ ST on
spechnens at some different Kt values. Accord@ tos.1 and 5.1, the
sheet should be of thin and constant thicbess. Aside from that it is
advis~le to subject the effect of sheet thickness on bolt deflection
as well as the effect of an existant or nonexistent l~–er of plating to
a thorough investigation.

Here also the comparison maybe confined to one definite 6 snd Uw.

In an investigation of the ~-Kf relationship, t-helugs may be

selected as spectien type. However, this is a combination of ad hoc
research and basic research, which usually is accompanied by difficulties.
Indeed, for the study of specific influence factors it is, as a rule,

.

desirable to vary these factors very considershly, a variation which does
not occur in practice. These difficulties exist on the ~-Kf relation;

hence it is desirable to extend the study to include tests on specimens
with a very high and a very low ~ vslue not used in actual practice.

Translatedby J. Vanier
National Advisory Comittee
for Aeronautics —
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TABLE3.1

mmTIvE STRESSCONCWEWIOIV l’ACl?OR3C@ lWK!HEDSFEC!IMENSOF

24 ST AND ~ ST (WXN PRCM-. 10) U, ~, m 13)

Shapeofspectin

%’ %’”

N %

1.5
104 2

4
5

1.5
KP 2

4.0
5

1.9~062
4
5

1.3
~~72

4
5

~. ;. 5=
1042 x 1043 x 104
psi psi psi

t= OR= 0.2RC=0.!3Ldcerid R=-1

1.4 1.4 1.4
1.8 1.6 1.5
3.3 3.8 3.6
3.7 4.1 k.o

1.3 1.2
1.61.4
2.42.0
2.62.1.

L.2
1.3

1.3
;:;

2.9

1.3
2.L
3.4
3.1

1.2 1.1
1.3 1.2
2.4 2.2
2.6 2.k

1.5 1.3
1.7 1.6
3.4
3.5 ;::

1.7
1.8

1031.3 1.3
2.01.9 1.8
5.25.2
4.84.3“- ;::

1.31.5 1.3
1.91.9 1.9
4.14.8
4.34.8 ;::

1.41.5 1.5
1.71.8 1.8
3.84.5 4.0
4.25.1 5.3

1.2 1.2
1.6 1.4
2.61.8
2.51.8

1.1
1.3
1..5
1,.6

24 s’J?3
1.4

1.3
1.8
3.2
3.4 +

1.2 1*2
1.5 1*3
2.0 1.6
2.11.6

1.21.2
1.4 1.3
1.91.6
2.01.6

L.1
L.2
1.4
1.4

1.3 1.4
1.8 1.6
3.0
3.3 ;:;

1.1
1.2
1.4
1.4

1.3 1.3
1.6 1.4 1.3
5.2 2.8 2.2
3.8 3.3 2.3

1.4 1.4 1.5
1.9 1.9 2.0
;.; ;.; -” 5.0

. . 5*3

1.5
1042

4
5

1.5
16 2

;

1.5
~06 ~

4
5

1.5
107 2

;

1*3
1.7
3.2
3.3

1.3 1.3
1.61.5
2.72.5
3.02.s

1*3
1.4
1.9
109

1-1-
1.3 1.4 1.6
1.8 2.1 2.5
5.06.5 6.0
6.06.8 6.0

*

1.2 1.2
1.5 1.4
‘2.5 109
2.71.9

1.3 1.2
1.51.4
2.61.8
2.61.9

1.51.3
1.51.4
2.51.8
2.61.8

1.2
1.4
1.6
1.6

1.3
1.8
3.2
3.5

1.6

1.8
1.9
4.0
5.0

ii

1.2 1.3
1.6 1.7 1.8
3.5 3.6 3.6
3.9 4.0 3.9

75 ST6 u-1.5 1.6 ;.;
1.9 2.3
6.57.3 6:3
6.58.4 5.4

1.2
1.3
1.5
1.5

1.5 1.5
1.6 1*7 1.8
4.1 4.3 4.6
4.5 4.5 4.7 !!E-la

1.2
1.3
1.5
1.5
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TABLE 4.i

COMPARISON OF FATIGUESTRENGTHOF LAPJOINTSWITHONE,TWO,AND THREE

RIYl?TROWS,ACCORDINGTO SK3TCHBELQW(TAKENFROMREF.28)

Material

2k ST
al-clad

~ ST
ablad

Type of load

Static

[

N .104
Fatigue
R =0.25:= @

. 106

[

N= ~oh
Fatigue
R= 0.40 N = 1$

N= 106

Static

(N = 104
Fatigue
R = 0.40

\

N=l@

N = 106

K-
1/2”

——— .
. . . . .

+ 1/8”

l===

I I
It

Maximm 10e,d, lb
I

Maximum load
per rivet,lb I

1 row 2 rows 3 rows 1 row 2 rowB 3 rows

4,m 8,4cK) 9,925 575 55 414

3,700 5,900 6,000 463 369 250
a ~ 3,m 3,300 250 188 138

930 1,700 2,0-50 104 106 85

4,000 7,OCxl 7,m 500 438 304
2,m 3,m 4,200 313 225 175

1,300 2,000 2,400 163 la lW

4,975 9,925 622 620

4,050 5,m 506 313
1,700 3,000 213 188

900 l,5Cul ~. 94

1/2”

-Fl-

1/2”
—— —

. . . . .

I1/2’

1/2”

w

1/2”— ——
A. . . . .

. . . . . . . 2“

+
1>2”

L + 1/8”

Plate thickness 0.040”
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TABLE 5.1

EFFECTIWE STRESS CONCENTRATION FACTORS ON LUGS, WITH DDWERENT

DIMENSIONS IN TENSION (R = O) (T- FROM REF. 4)

I
Specimen
type

hfi ~(Frocht)d/b e, mm Y=lo

0.67
0

: ?3

F
G
H

2.2 1.52
0.5 2.7 1.89

3.7 2.14

1.66
2.19
2.56

2.o4
2.91
3*79

2.10
3.25
3.67

0.67
6

: ;3

I
K
L

0.67 2.15 1.25
.63 2.6 1.56
.58 3.6 1.85

1.28
1.76
2.19

1.34
2.86
3*97

1.39
2.59
3*55

.0.5 2.2 1.52
.67 2.15 1,25

F
I
P

2.o4
1.39
1.63k

o
0.67 6

15

3.33 :
24

2.10
1.34
1.79

0.5 3.7 2,14
.58 ;.; 1.85
.83 . 1.48

H
L
Q

2.56
2.19
1.64

3.76
3997
2.55

3.79
3.55
2.36

h =R+e = height of head

d= 24 mm

t=6mn

Aircraft material 5127.5

Kf values computed from values measured

from smell graphs, hence accuracy of ~

values not very great .

.
The results for spectien types F, G, and H
are reproduced in figure 5.2.
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TABLE 5.2

INCREASE OF HOLEDIAMETERDURINGFATIGUEON DETERENT

_ OF SPEC- OF 24 6T (m. 34)

la
h

—

b

d = 5mm

*

Type lb, mnlh, nun]If+(Frocht) It, mnl

1 14 : 3.4 10
2 12 3.1 10
4 12 7.5 10
5 ~ 7*5 ;:: 5

Increase of hole dismeter measured at three places as
iu33.catedin sketch. In the tsble below are qressed:

kdge =

Mcenter

0.5m

.5mm

*.d=Mr(innmd

=d2-d=~(innxn)

These were measured in fatigue tests for different bearing pressures @vi)

Mm

I 1

5 I 1 I 2 I 41511121415 I

+

0.03 0.010
.02 .002

0.012
.003

.014

.005

0.016
.0Q5

0.012 0.009 0.a36 0.008 0.004 0.006 O.cc)l
.003 .Ooo .003 .006 .002 .ml ●cm

o.o1.2 0.010 0.006
.004 .001 .003
.012 .011 .0Q6 o:~6 0.004 0.007 0.001
.004 .001 .003 .002 .001 .001

0::% 0.013 0.006
.001 .003

0.008 o:~6 0.005 0.009 0.002
.a13 .005 .002 .001

0.002
.001

The empty spaces tidi.catethat failure has already occ~ed..
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Specimen ~ ~

t~e )

1 14

12

: 9.2
12

5 12

TABIX 5.3

THEORETICAL AND EFFIWTIVE S’I!REW CONL3WI!MT ION FACWRS ON STEEL

Mill DURAL SPECIMENS FOR DWFEREW! FATIGIJE iXVES (REF. 34)

+t~

ti- fi=ii

—

+d

b

t, m
%

h,nm” ~ (Frocht) Steel

Steel Dural ~ = @ ~ .106

7 10 3.4 5.6

; 10 ;:? 5.1
;.6 10 --

3.1
2.5 3.6 5.2

7.5 10 3.0 2.9 4.0

7.5 -~ 5 3.0 --- ---

,

Dural

N = 107 H = 106 N= 107.

6.3 4.9 6.9
4.9 7.7

g --- ---
. 3.4 9.0

--- 2.5 4.4

>
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TABLE 5.4

!mEoRwIcAL S!CREW cm~ ION FACTORS CIFNIL SPEC_,

f?t

—

+d

b

CITED IN REFORT M. 1932 (m. 16)

d=lomn

Material: Aircraft material

q = 37.8 kg/d

b,umh, nun

23 1.1.5

’27 15.0
31.6 19.3
27 13..5

31.6 15.8

d/b

0.435

.37

.316

.37

.316L
0.59 2.9

.555 3.25

.61L 3.7

.50 3.3

.50 3.8

t, ml

19.0

7.7
6.0

7.7
6.0

3115.4

uoa2 = 25.2kg/nm2 ~Z = yd = 2%
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Figure 2.1. - Smith diagram of 75 ST alclafl “lap joint(according to

data from ref.29).
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.
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Figure 2.2, - Smith diagram of 24 ST alcladlapjoint(specimen same
as akove ) (accordingtodatafrom ref.29).
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.

IN number of gustloadsthatleadstofailure

n number of gust loads witha velocityv which
an airplanemust encounterafterha~g
flowna certaindistance(actuallyn isthe
number ofgustloadsina certaingustspeed
range,i.e.,between (v- 1/2)ft/secand
(v + 1/2)ft/see)

n/N damage distributionaccordingtoMiner ‘U
functionofoccurrtigload(heregustvelocity
atthegivenloadspectrum)

Figure 2.3. - Damage distribution at a specific load- spectrum and a
specific fatigue curve (ref. 31). .

.
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Kt.
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.

.

Iill“+1-H--+J--E5P;’ M
to M

\ #d
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h/h- n xbi wIIt

8
‘T P
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6
\ \

\\
5

4

\

3

2 -

I

o 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0
d/b .

Figure 3.1. - Theoretical stress concentration factor on lugs (ref. 8)

‘msx
% = P/(b - d)tc
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Figure 3.2. - The ~ -Kf relation at N = m (from data of ref. 22).
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Figure 4.1. - Fatigue tests with three differenttypes of riveted joints of

.24ST alclad (R= 0.40) (r6f.26).
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Figure 4.2. - Fatigue tests on double-row lap joints of 24 S22alclad.

Effect of spacing of rivet rows (ref.25).
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Figure 5.3. - Fatiguestrengthofa boltedjointofD.T.D. 846 withnot-
tightened“andtightlyclamped bolt(ref.7).
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